SUMMARY STATEMENT
Investor Recovery Fund,

LLC v.

Hopkins, Docket N0. 46247

After an investment fund declared bankruptcy, investors lost their debenture investments
in the fund.

A

group of individual investors formed Investor Recovery Fund,

LLC

for the

purposes 0f pursuing a collective action against the fund’s principals and Hopkins Financial
Services, Inc. Investor

Recovery asserted a fraud by nondisclosure claim, alleging

fund’s principals disclosed information about the fund’s ﬁnancial health, they
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Further, the district court granted the principals’

motion

in limine

t0 exclude the individual investors securities expert.

After seven days of
verdict.
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district court

trial,

the district court granted the principals’ motion for a directed

held that Investor Recovery failed to prove the element of causation by

“clear and convincing evidence” t0 survive a directed verdict. Speciﬁcally, the district court held
that the principals disclosed the alleged non-disclosed information in an

emergency investor

meeting, breaking the causal chain 0f connection. The district court subsequently entered

judgment

for the principals. Investor

Hopkins Financial

later cross

Recovery appealed the judgment. The principals and
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district court’s attorney fee

award and amended

judgment.
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